In non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) circulating tumor cells (CTCs) can provide information on patient prognosis and treatment efficacy. Currently CTCs are mostly isolated in vitro from small volumes of patient blood samples. The aim of the study was to assess a medical device for in vivo isolation of CTCs directly from the blood of NSCLC patients. The device was inserted in a cubital vein through a standard cannula for thirty minutes. The interaction of target CTCs with the CellCollector was mediated by an antibody directed against the epithelial cell adhesion molecule. There were 60 applications of the wire in 48 stage I-IIIB NSCLC patients and 12 non-cancer patients. The device was well tolerated in all applications without side effects. We obtained in vivo isolation of CTCs in 32 of 34 NSCLC patients (94.1%) with a median (range) of 13 (0-300) CTCs. In the non-cancer patients, no CTCs were detected. The safety and efficacy of an in vivo CTC detection method directly from the bloodstream of patients with NSCLC has been demonstrated. This proof of concept study may have important clinical implications, as the implementation of the device into clinical practice may improve early detection, prognosis and therapy monitoring of NSCLC patients.
Lung cancer remains the most common cause of cancer related deaths worldwide [1] . Despite ongoing refinements in diagnosis [2] and treatment, the survival rates of patients with lung cancer have remained virtually unchanged for the past 20 years. Additionally, non-small lung cancer (NSCLC) is a particularly challenging disease because of the lack of a reliable tumor marker [3] . Combined with the poor survival which is mainly attributable to the lack of effective treatment for systemic disease, and the fact that over two thirds of the patients have metastases, the personalized medicine is at present one of the most challenging goals in innovative cancer therapy [4, 5] . As many tumor cells are distinct on the molecular level [6] , and modern drugs target selected molecular pathways, the goal still remains to identify those patients, who might benefit from a certain drug [4, 5] . Therefore, the isolation of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) from the blood of patients with cancer has been promising [7] and it has shown that pro-and posttreatment CTCs counts were associated with poor prognosis in lung cancer patients [8] .
CTC characterization is a rapidly developing research area that could reveal novel drug targets and shed more light on the mechanisms of metastasis development [9] . Over the past decade, several in vitro methodological approaches to detect rare CTCs have been reported [8, 10] . Currently, only CellSearch® (Veridex, Raritan, NJ) has been FDA approved although not recommended for routine clinical use in lung cancer. The epithelial antibody-coated magnetic bead isolation system is at present used by most studies which allowed the quantification of CTCs from the blood of breast, colon and prostate cancer patients [11] . However, all the detection systems have been naturally limited by the blood volume that can be obtained from the patient [12] . As a result, these methods have yet a relatively low sensitivity, and only in a part of patients with very advanced cancer stages, CTCs can be detected in their blood samples [13] .
To overcome the limitations of a small sample volume, an in vivo CellCollector® (GILUPI GmbH, Potsdam, Germany) was developed. It offers a possibility of capturing CTCs in transit within the circulation of cancer patients - Figure 1 [14] . Like in ex vivo approaches, the identification of CTCs is based on the phenotypic differences between CTCs of epithelial and cells of hematopoietic origin using markers specific to each population.
In this study, we analyze the correlation of CTCs enumeration directly from the bloodstream of potentially operable NSCLC patients with clinical and pathological features of the tumors resected during surgery.
Materials and methods
Study design. This was a single-institution prospective study conducted at the Department of Thoracic Surgery at Poznan University of Medical Science in Poland between March 2010 and January 2012. 48 patients were enrolled in the study on the basis of preoperative diagnosis of NSCLC. This patient group consisted of 36 males and 12 females with a mean age of 61.8 years (SD±7.0). All patients were admitted to the Department and scheduled to be operated electively with a curative intent. The patients' characteristics can be found in Table 1 .
Additionally, the study included 12 subjects as a control group. Those patients were admitted to the Department on an elective basis for various diagnostic procedures such as mediastinoscopy or Video-assisted Thoracoscopic Surgery 
(VATS) without any suspicion of malignancy. This group was younger (mean age 45.3 SD ±15.9) and consisted of 11 males (92%) and 1 woman (8%). All the study patients underwent elective thoracic surgery, which was done most frequently one day after the CellCollector® application. All the surgeries were performed with a curative intent, however in three patients no radical surgery was feasible and it was terminated by a positive mediastinoscopy (2 cases) or exploratory thoracotomy. Additionally, in one patient the surgery was cancelled secondary to underlying conditions. The most common resection type was lobectomy or bilobectomy (27 patients) followed by pneumonectomy (17 patients). The high pneumonectomy rate in this paper is secondary to a selection-bias. The patients selected for the study had a pre-operative pathologically-confirmed diagnosis. Therefore, they had a tendency to be in more advanced stages, increasing the pneumonectomy rates.
All subjects from the control group underwent various diagnostic procedures such as mediastinoscopy or VATS. The exclusion criteria for both groups were prior thoracic surgery, psychiatric disturbances, any allergies, history of anaphylactic reactions, auto-immunological disease (Goodpasture syndrome, systemic lupus erythematosus, rheumatoid arthritis, sarcoidosis, Sjögren syndrome, scleroderma, positive ANCA antibodies), immunodeficiences, and infections with hepatitis viruses, tuberculosis, CMV, syphilis or toxoplasmosis. Moreover, patients with neoadjuvant chemotherapy were also excluded.
The informed consent was obtained from all the patients. The entire study was approved by local Internal Review Board as well as required government institution (The Office for Registration of Medicinal Products, Medical Devices and Biocidal Products, Warsaw, Poland) and registered at ISRCTN (ISRCTN10403616).
Application of the CellCollector and CTC evaluation. The preoperative analysis of CTCs was performed using the CellCollector, the development of which is described in detail elsewhere (14) . Briefly, it is based on a sterile stainless steel medical wire, partially covered with a 2 µm gold and a 2-10µm hydrogel layer. To this, an antibody specific against EpCAM (HEA 125) is covalently coupled. The device was inserted through a standard iv cannula and was placed for 30 minutes at least 12 hours prior to surgery into a cubital vein of the patient. The device was fixated to the cannula, and the wire was slowly pushed forward into the lumen, until the activated surface reached 2 cm into the vein, which was confirmed by outside marks (Figure 2) .
After the removal of the device, the device was briefly washed in a phosphate-buffered saline solution followed by incubation in 2% serum albumin for 30 minutes. The characterization of the CTCs isolated with the CellCollector was done by immunofluorescence analysis. The cells on the wire were labeled with anti EpCAM-FITC moAb (Acris Antibodies, Herford, Germany). To confirm the CTCs epithelial cell origin and exclude leukocyte derivation, the immunohistochemical staining against EpCAM as well as CD45 for negative cell selection was performed. In order to exclude artifact and cell debris, the nuclei were stained with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). Immunocytochemistry images of CTCs were obtained with an Axio Imager. A1m microscope equipped with an AxioCam digital camera and AxioVision 4.6 software (Zeiss, Jena, Germany). The criteria for the identification of CTCs were adapted to those reported in other studies [12, 14, 15] . A cell was counted as a CTC, if its morphological features and staining patterns were consistent with that of an epithelial cell. The following criteria were used for identification: the cells must possibly have an intact morphology, they can be polymorphic (large cell bodies, irregular cell shapes, several cells together / piles etc.), nuclear staining must be positive (Hoechst positive), the cells have to be negative for CD45 and positive for EpCAM, and the diameter should be ≥ 4 µm. Cells were counted by different operators who were blinded to the patient's history. All results are given as the number of CTCs per CellCollector® Statistical analysis. Spearman's correlation coefficient was used to analyze associations between cell counts and other patient features such as clinical stage, age, etc. The differences were considered significant when a p value was less than 0.05. The statistical analysis was calculated using STATISTICA ver. 10 (StatSoft, Tulsa, OK) software.
Results
In vivo application of the device. The medical device was inserted into the cubital vein of 48 patients with NSCLC, of whom 12 patients received the device twice. To test for specificity, the medical wire was also inserted into 12 patient volunteers without cancer diagnosis, resulting in total of 60 applications. All the patients tolerated the device insertion without any adverse events. One patient had a hematoma related to the insertion of the cannula, another one was dizzy after the application, having overdosed his antihypertensive medicine. Subjects and investigators assessed the handling and discomfort of the CellCollector application similar to Table 1 .
Enumeration data was available for 41 of 60 subjects of the study cohort. The remaining data of 19 patients were sent to an different testing facility and were used for a different study. Additionally, one subject of the control group was excluded after consenting (exclusion criteria sarcoidosis). Of these 41 patients, 34 had NSCLC and 7 were patients without cancer (enumeration data of four patients not available). 32 of 34 (94.1%) NSCLC patients had at least one CTC on the wire, and 25 of 34 (73.5%) had at least 5 CTCs. None of the 7 control patients had CTCs on the device (100% specificity) ( Figure 3A) . The median (range) CTC number was 13 (0-300) cells per device. Figure 4 shows examples of EpCAM positive CTCs captured by the device.
Staging of patients. CTCs were detectable in stage IA to IIIB of the NSCLC patients ( Figure 5A ). For 4 of the 34 patients with enumeration data the size of the primary tumor was difficult to measure and a definite staging was not possible. The detailed characteristics and the respective number of CTCs captured in vivo with the device are shown in Table 1 . The device detected ≥5 CTCs in (25 out of 34) 73% of the patients. The number of cells detected by the CellCollector did not correlate with the pathology type or grading (Table 2) . Also patients demographic, as gender or side of the tumor, did not statistically correlate with the CTC count ( Table 2) . Similarly, age or tumor sizes did not depend on the cells detected ( Figure 5B and C) . As far as cancer staging is concerned, the number of cells correlated with more advanced clinical stage but finally did not reach statistical significance (p=0.06). It is possible that with bigger study groups this statistical significance would be reached. In addition, the type of surgery was not significant.
Discussion
The idea of spreading cancer cells through the blood stream and initiating distant metastases has been present for many years. Although currently the evidence for number of circulating tumor cells correlating with metastatic potential is not solid [16. 17] , the concept of detecting and quantifying those cells seems to be very promising. Unfortunately, an important limitation of CTC detection seems to be low sensitivity and poor specificity of ex vivo recognition [10] . The role of CTCs in cancer metastasis, and the minimal invasive monitoring of CTCs as biomarkers of either sensitivity or acquired resistance to new cancer therapies has been examined in several studies [5, 18] . Different methods have been applied in the past to detect occult CTCs in patients with various types of carcinomas [19, 20] .
Results of CTC characterization have been sometimes different, based on technical characteristics such as marker-and method-related specificity and sensitivity. We evaluate a relatively new method, which offers the advantage of an in vivo application and hence access to many more CTCs than conventional ex vivo methods. This is a first study of CellCollector application in patients with early lung cancer. We show here that it can be applied to NSCLC detecting CTCs in the blood of 94% patients. In a study by Gorges et al [21] , the authors inserted the device twice in patients with locally advanced or metastatic small and non-small cell lung cancer. In this study, the results showed the CTC detection rate of 90% of patients.
Overall, the CTCs detected with the CellCollector met the selection criteria reported in the literature (8) , but it has to be stressed that to date no unified CTC staining protocol exists and most approaches vary in particulars, like staining, counterstaining or cell size. The high sensitivity of the CellCollector in these patients may be surprising, although the concept of an early shedding of CTCs into the circulation is now well established [18] and the early spread of tumor cells remains sometimes undetected even by high-resolution imaging technologies. In these cases, the device would offer the possibility of an early detection of CTCs before the onset of overt metastasis, contributing to an improved identification of patients in need of additional anticancer therapy. Furthermore, the usage of the CellCollector as a tool for early detection of lung cancer can be easily conceivable. With new screening guidelines recommending low dose CT scanning, the wire may be an adjunct decision maker as to which subset of patients from the screened population should be scanned. Additionally, obtaining specific cells may be a form of a 'liquid biopsy' and provide clinicians with a preliminary diagnosis.
We confirmed that the circulating tumor cells may be caught in as early as lung cancer stage IA. Surprisingly, the number of cells caught by the CellCollector did not correlate with the NSCLC subtype. No correlation was found between number of CTCs, and staging. Similar observations are also shown in studies by Okumura et al. and Krebs et al. [10, 22, 23] . However with bigger patient groups it is likely that this number would reach statistical significance. It is also not entirely clear why the cell number range is frequently different within even the same tumor type, size and clinical stage. This is either secondary to genetic diversity and moreover intratumor heterogeneity of the tumor [24] or may be an independent prognostic feature.
The number of CTCs before surgery is an independent predictor of progression-free survival and overall survival in patients with lung cancer [10, 25, 26] and other cancers, like breast cancer [25] . We do not have long term follow-up data on patients yet, we did not investigate the prognostic impact of the CTCs. The proposed threshold (5 CTCs) of the CellSearch® method may not be applicable to this more sensitive in vivo method, and other cut-offs might be needed.
Our study also has some limitations. First, we focus here on the enumeration of CTCs and lack the subsequent molecular analysis of the isolated CTCs. The continuous molecular monitoring of a patient's tumor during chemotherapy therapy may be important in the future, as the molecular pattern of primary tumor and metastasis may be distinct [6, 28] and may evolve under therapy [9] . Subsequent studies need to address this issue for the CellCollector and need to demonstrate that besides enumeration, captured CTCs are sufficiently intact for downstream applications, like PCR or FISH. Also, we lack the prognostic data to assess the value of CTC enumeration for the present study population. However, here the methodology seems to be less relevant, and results of other CTC trials may advance the field and applicability also for other techniques, like the in vivo CellCollector approach.
In this report we demonstrate safety and efficacy of an in vivo capturing method for CTCs directly from the circulation of patients with NSCLC. Whilst the device was well tolerated, the high sensitivity in the small cohort tested justifies further clinical trials in cancer patients. Further studies have to demonstrate the integrity of the CTCs for subsequent molecular diagnostics. Additionally, another challenge remains the continuous follow-up of lung cancer patients after completion of therapy in order to detect early signs of cancer recurrence. Likewise, there is no single convenient and cost effective method to monitor this group of patients. This application can help select patients for chemotherapy at early stage of cancer recurrence and is likely to be one important link in the chain of personalized diagnosis and treatment of cancer patients. 
